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Hierarchial rate equations are presented for processes where events occur irreversibly and, in general, 
cooperatively "filling" the sites of a lattice (the hierarchy is infinite for an infinite lattice). We comment on the 
hierarchial connectivity structure and a shielding property of empty sites. Hierachy truncation techniques are 
developed based on these. We consider, in detail, two irreversible processes on infinite, uniform lattices with 
nearest neighbor cooperative effects, modeling: (i) reaction at the sites of a ID polymer chain; and (ii) 
chemisorption onto the sites of a 2D square lattice. Our truncation procedure recovers previously obtained 
exact results for the ID case and provides approximate results for the W case. These are compared in various 
cooperativity regimes including highly autoinhibitory rates (filling in stages) and autocatalytic rates (island 
formation). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
There are many processes in chemistry and physics 
which, at the molecular level, can be regarded as oc-
curring irreversibly (on the time scale of interest) and, 
in general, cooperatively at the sites of a lattice. The 
1D lattice models apply to processes on polymer chains 
including reactions between or at single pendant 
groups, 1-3 binding of large ligands to several groups, 4 
and certain conformational changes. 5 Typically, there 
are at least nearest neighbor (nn) cooperative effects. 2 
The 2D lattice models apply to a variety of surface pro-
cesses occurring at specific substrate sites. These in-
clude chemisorption under conditions such that desorp-
tion and intersite diffUSion are negligible. 6-8 Coopera-
tivity is often reflected here through nn blocking and 
clustering. 9 A variety of surface reactions of funda-
mental importance in catalysis10- 12 are also described 
by the above models. In 3D, the lattice is typically as-
sociated with a crystalline solid. Here the process may 
be photochemical, 13 topochemical, 14 or involve order-
order (e. g., Martensitic)15 or disorder-order16 trans-
formations. These are often strongly cooperative. 
The aim of our work is to describe the distribution of 
events throughout the process (as a function of time or 
lattice coverage/conversion). We emphasize that this 
is not an equilibrium distribution, even at completion 
of the process, since there is no equilibrating mecha-
nism built into the model. The events are frozen once 
having taken place. The natural mathematical formula-
tion for these processes is via hierarchial rate equations 
for the probabilities of fa of configurations a of subsets of 
sites. If events 0 - a occur at single lattice sites then the 
input to these equations is a set of rates assumed of the form 
1;(t)TaJ, for each site j, where (Jj represents the configu-
ration of the local environment (assumed finite here) 
influencing events atj. Hereafter, we set 1;(t)=1, 
which corresponds to transforming to a chemical time 
"'Present address: Marycrest College, Davenport lA 52804. 
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scale te, where dte -:= t(t)dt. These rates could be deter-
mined directly from detailed microscopic theory. (Al-
ternatively, having solved the hierarchy equations, we 
can attempt to determine the rates by matching the solu-
tions with experimental measurements.) 
Since the sites in 0' are specified either "0" empty 
or "a" filled (borrowing terminology from adsorption 
problems, as will be often done), we can decompose 
O'-:={n}a + {m}o, where {n}{{m}) represents the subset of 
n(m) sites specified o(a). Further, let {n} - j signify 
that site j has been removed from {n} and joUa) signify 
that site j is speCified o(a). Then since C1 may be 
created from ({n}-j)a +jo + {n}o by an event 0- a occur-
ring at a site j E{n} or destroyed by 0- a occurring at a 
site j E{m}in O'-:={n}a + {m}o, it follows that 
(1. 1) 
Here 0' ~ denotes the part of (J J not over lapping (J and the 
sum over C1 i is required to take account of all possible 
configurations of the influencing environment of site j. 
Equation (1.1) is quite general applying to lattices 
which are finite, semi-infinite, or infinite; uniform or 
nonuniform; and for arbitrary initial conditions (i. e., 
completely empty or partly filled lattices). It is a sim-
ple matter to write Eq. (1. 1) in explicit form for any 
specific choice of lattice and rates. The number of 
equations in Eq. (1.1) is infinite only for an infinite 
lattice (but effectively infinite for large, finite lattices). 
Thus their solution for these cases is nontrivial. Gen-
eralization to processes such as dimer (or polyatomic) 
filling, where each event changes the state of more than 
one site (from empty to filled), is straightforward. 
In contrast to the equilibrium theory, there has been 
very little development of the mathematical theory for 
irreversible processes. To date, most analyses involve 
application to polymer systems and thus 1D lattice 
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models. Here random dimer filling is considered in 
Refs. 1 and 17 and its n-mer generalization in Ref. 18. 
Monomer filling with nn cooperative effects is consid-
ered in Refs. 3, 8, and 19-23 and its n-mer generaliza-
tion in Refs. 4, 24, and 25. These problems are exactly 
solvable and exact hierarchy truncation has been used 
for infinite lattices. Wolf25 comments on more general 
problems in 1D. In 2D, random dimer filling has been 
considered for a square lattice using Monte Carlo tech-
niques10 - 12 ,26 and for general lattices via approximate 
truncation of hierarchy equations. 27 Quite general for-
mal "density" expansion developments have also been 
gi ven. 28,29 
Before outlining the results of this work, it is conve-
nient to make some new general observations. First 
we note that the right-hand side of the rate equation 
(1.1) for /(m}o can be expressed in terms of "empty" 
f's USing conservation of probability, i. e. , 
/(I}a+(/>lo= L (-1)'·/u·}o+(P}o· 
(,,}eU) 
(1. 2) 
Thus, instead of Eq. (1. 1), we can consider an equiva-
lent subhierarchy for empty f's. It is easy to show that, 
for nn cooperative effects, the minimal closed hierarchy 
involves only /(m}o' where {m} are connected clusters. 
Equations of f' s for disconnected empty configurations 
couple back to these. This structure has been realized 
only by Plate et al. 22 and WOlf25 for a 1D uniform lattice. 
For general cooperative effects, "connected" is re-
placed by "effectively connected" configurations which 
include single sites and configurations such that any 
specified site is within the cooperative range of some 
other such site. 3o (Similarly, "disconnected" becomes 
"effectively disconnected.") We concentrate on the 
minimal hierarchy in this work. 
It is also convenient to introduce the concept of the 
conditional probability qaa'=/a+a.I/a• of a given a' (empty 
conditioning sites "0 are often denoted cp for typographic 
convenience). We can obtain hierarchy equations for 
these from Eq. (1. 1) which are conveniently written as 
:t In qaa' =S(a + a') - S(a') , (1. 3) 
where S(a") = (dldt fa" )//"". The right-hand side of 
Eq. (1. 3) is easily expressed in terms of q's using Eq. 
(1.1), but the result is quite messy in general involving 
terms with ratios of q's. However, for empty configu-
rations {m}o, 
(1.4) 
Thus, if a, a' are both empty, the right-hand side of 
Eq. (1. 3) is linear in the q's (and can be expressed in 
terms of other empty q's using conservation of proba-
bility). This new general result is exploited fully in 
this work. Note that the minimal empty q hierarchy is 
associated with effectively connected configurations (cf. 
the above discussion of the / hierarchy). 
One other fundamental and general new observation 
we wish to comment on is a shielding property of empty 
sites. 
Consider a wall of sites specified empty which divides 
the lattice into two disconnected regions. Suppose that 
the wall is sufficiently thick that an event occurring on 
the lattice is not simultaneously affected by the state of 
sites on both sides of the wall. Then such a wall shields 
completely sites on one side from the influence of those 
on the other. 
This condition, though quite natural, has only been 
realized previously for certain exactly solvable 1D pro-
cesses (where it is the basis of exact hierarchy trunca-
tion and solution). Note that there is no analogous filled 
site shielding property. Mathematically, shielding cor-
responds to equality of certain conditional probabilities 
and the proof simply involves writing down the general 
(messy) q hierarchy and observing self-consistency with 
these equalities (we, of course, require these equalities 
be satisfied by the initial conditions). A detailed analy-
sis and discussion of ramifications is left for a later 
paper. However, we refer the reader to Refs. 8, 25, 
and 30 for simple illustrations of the above procedures. 
Further examples are given later. 
In Sec. II, we consider briefly irreversible reaction 
at the sites of an infinite, uniform ID polymer chain 
with nn cooperative effects. As mentioned above, this 
problem has been solved previously, but is included here 
to emphasize the universal role of empty site shielding 
in our solution methods and for comparison with the 
analogous 2D process. The behavior of solutions in 
various cooperativity regimes is elucidated. We give 
the first detailed analysis for autocatalytic rates, i. e. , 
the clustering regime. Here, the behavior of various 
f's is described and we determine final average island 
sizes for a case where complete conversion is not pos-
sible. No such results have been previously available 
on the important class of irreversible processes involv-
ing competition between island birth and growth. 
Except for certain processes on ID (or Bethe) lattices 
and a class of very special higher dimensional processes 
(also described here), the hierarchy can not be solved 
exactly in closed form. Consequently, in Sec. III, we 
present a new general approximate hierarchy truncation 
procedure. This is not based on "borrowed" equilib-
rium techniques, but rather on our above observations 
of hierarchy structure and empty site shielding. It 
parallels the approach of Sec. II used to obtain exact ID 
results. This approach is applied to give the first anal-
ySis of irreversible monomer adsorption at the sites of 
an infinite, uniform 2D square lattice with nn coopera-
tive effects. This example is particularly Significant, 
being the natural starting point for the analysis of 2D 
irreversible cooperative processes and having practical 
application to chemisorption and other processes. Many 
special features are analyzed including: perturbation 
about random filling, filling with partial or full block-
ing, and filling "in stages" with highly autoinhihitary 
rates. We also present the first available results on 
clustering for 2D irreversible processes and an applica-
tion to Starzak membrane conductance. 31 
Another new feature of the 2D analysis is the use of 
computer derived and truncated hierarchy equations. 
This allows us to consider various orders of truncation 
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approximation (retaining many equations). Many-point 
correlations are thus incorporated in these schemes. 
The only previous analyses of the hierarchy equations 
like Eq. (1.1) for irreversible processes not amenable 
to exact solution are: (a) Reference 27 on 2D random 
dimer filling which implements a special and Simple 
case of our truncation scheme and its success can be 
understood from our observations on shielding; and (b) 
density expansion developments28 ,29 which suffer conver-
gence problems for moderate and high coverages and 
for autocatalytiC rates. Comments on the limitations of 
and extensions to the techniques presented here are 
given in Sec. IV. 
II. EXACT TRUNCATION AND SOLUTION OF THE 
MINIMAL CLOSED HIERARCHY 
Example (i): Reaction 0- a involving individual sites/ 
units of an initially completely unreacted infinite, uni-
form polymer chain with nn cooperative effects. 19-23 
Here thet's and q's are translationally invariant and 
.8 
.6 
.4 
.2 
a 
1 
.8 
a= 1 / 10 
we adopt an obvious notation for these. The terms .6 
"empty" and "unreacted" ("filled" and "reacted") are 
used interchangeably here. The rates of reaction for a 
site with 0, 1 left (right) hand and 2 reacted nn are de- .4 
noted To' o , To.o (To' o) and To' o' respectively. Following 
Ref. 8, we show how shielding leads to exact solution 
of the minimal empty hierarchy. The shielding condi- .2 
tion here shows that an adjacent pair of sites specified 
empty is sufficient to shield and, specifically that, e. g., 
m 
where om is an m-tuple of empty sites. Substituting into 
Eq. (1.3) for q2, one finds that 
d 
dt Inq2=-To'o . (2.2) 
Since the minimal (closed, empty) hierarchy involves 
.4 e .6 .8 1 
FIG.!. 100 for single site reaction on an infinite, uniform 
polymer chain with nn cooperative effects and rates '1"0'0='1"0'0 
=0/'1"0'0' '1"0'0=0/2'1"0'0; various 0/ are shown. 
o 
9 .8 
FIG. 2. High 0/ (autocatalytic) and low 0/ (autoinhibitory) be-
havior for the process of Fig. 1. 
only 10
m
' m~ 1, one can use/om=qr-2/00, m~ 2 [which 
follows from Eq. (2.1)] to truncate exactly this hierar-
chy obtaining a closed set of d/dt equations for 10' 100' 
and q2 (see Refs. 8, 19, and 22 for these). From the 
solutions, we can also calculate the conversion II == la 
:; 1 -10' 10m' lao m == lo".a and/oo".a as functions of t. If we 
wish to consider f's as functions of II (or Q2), it may be 
preferable to deal directly with d/dll (or d/dq2) equa-
tions obtained by dividing d/dt equations by the dll/dt 
= - dlo/dt (or dq2/dt) equation. 
One possible choice of rates (incorporating those of 
Arrhenius form with pairwise additive activation ener-
gies) is given by 
(2.3) 
It is readily verified from the d/dll equations that for 
O<O!<co, d/dlilo =-natll=O, =Oatll=1forn~2. 
Figures 1 and 2 display a variety of features for these 
processes. We now consider a few special chOices of Q!. 
A. Autoinhibitory reaction in stages 
For O! «1, the process effectively takes place in three 
stages. In the first, reaction only occurs at sites with 
no reacted nn and d/de 100 = - 2 (since two empty pairs 
are destroyed by each reaction in this stage). Also 
IOn - 0, n ~ 3 at the end of this stage which occurs at 
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,8 
e* 
,6 
o r~~ __ ~~ __ ~~~~~~ __ ~~T 
,2 ,4 ,6 ,8 1 
0/(1+0) 
FIG. 3. The yield 6* for reaction on an infinite, uniform poly-
mer chain with nn cooperative effects and rates To'. = T .'0 
=aTo_o, Taea= O. 
e == (1 - e-2)/2. [This result follows from the fact that 
this stage amounts to random (monomer) filling with nn 
blocking and simple isomorphism arguments show that 
the final coverage is half that for random dimer fill-
ing. 1] In the second stage, reaction occurs only at sites 
with one reacted nn, d/de foo == - 1 andfoo - 0 at the end 
of this stage where £I = (1 + e-2)/2. In the last stage, 
reaction occurs at the remaining unreacted sites (which 
have two reacted nn). These features are discussed in 
Refs. 8 and 12, but included here for comparison with 
the analogous 2D process. 
B. Random reaction 
Here a ==1 and, trivially, fo ==(Jo)n. 
n 
C. Highly autocatalytic reactions (island formation) 
For a »1, the process involves competition between 
reaction of a small fraction of the sites with unreacted 
nn (island birth) and formation of contiguous islands of 
reacted sites around these (island growth), These 
islands eventually merge. In the a - 00 limit, one can 
think of a single island growing so d/de fo = -1, n'31 
(since reaction of each site destroys one ~mpty n-tuple). 
The following modified form of the rates 
(2.4) 
is appropriate for a number of reactions where only 
partial conversion is pOSSible, 2,3 i. e., £I 1 t=,. = £1* (a) < 1 
(see Fig. 3). Typically a,,; 1 (autoinhibitory) here. As 
a - 0, this process replicates the first two stages of the 
a - 0 limit of the case (2.3) described above so £1*(0) 
= (1 - e-2)/2, but £1*(0+) = (1 + e-2)/2. For a = 1, this 
process differs from random reaction only in that reac-
tion is blocked for sites with two reacted nn. Since for 
random reaction, overall, 1/3 of the sites when react-
ing had two reacted nn, we conclude that e*(a = 1) == 2/3, 
Higher dimensional analogs of this case will be discussed 
later. For a » 1, again contiguous islands of reacted 
sites form. Here they do not merge at the end of the 
process, but rather remain separated by isolated unre-
acted sites. One can show that the average island size 
here is given by £I Ifoa - £1*(1 - £1*)"1 at the end of the pro-
cess. Rewriting the e*(a) expression obtained from 
Ref. 8 for the choice of rates (2.4) as 
*( )_ 2a -1 a _ a(2a -1)( _ -2" 
£I a - 2a _ 2 + (a _ 1)(2a _ 2) a-I 2a 2) 
x e2" -2 (r(2a -1) - r(2a -1, 2a - 2» (2.5) 
and inserting large a asymptotic expansions for the 
complete and incomplete r-functions32 yields 
O*(a) -1 -1/2(1fla)1I2 + o(1/a) , as a - 00 • (2.6) 
This makes explicit the connection between final average 
island size 2(a /11)112 (1 + O(a -112» and the autocatalytic 
cooperativity a. This result is particularly significant 
since it is the first such calculation for an important 
class of processes on lattices involving competition be-
tween irreversible island birth and growth. 
III. APPROXIMATE TRUNCATION AND SOLUTION 
OF THE MINIMAL CLOSED HIERARCHY 
Here we develop a general approximate hierarchy 
truncation and solution procedure for processes not 
amenable to exact solution. As this scheme will be 
based on the q hierarchy [Eqs. (1.3) and (1,4) ] for empty 
configurations, we first make some general remarks on 
these equations. As mentioned previously, the right-
hand Side can be converted to q's involving only empty 
sites using conservation of probability. Furthermore, 
we can always factor q's with more than one conditioned 
(0) site in terms of those with a single 0 site. Thus, a 
closed set of hierarchy equations can be obtained for the 
latter, Examples of these manipulations are given below 
The details of how truncation is incorporated into the 
above procedures will be described later, but we em-
phasize here that our truncation scheme involving empty 
q's has a natural basis in the shielding property of empty 
sites (which is a consequence of irreversibility) rather 
than being based on "borrowed" techniques from equilib-
rium theory. If applied to an exactly solvable problem, 
it recovers the exact results. We shall see in the fol-
lowing paper30 that truncates of suitably high order 
sometimes preserve other exact relations involving 
the q's. 
Example (ii): Irreversible monomer adsorption 0 - a 
onto the sites of an infinite, uniform 2D square lattice 
with nn cooperative effects. 
The f's and q' s are again translationally invariant. 
Here To, To, T a ' ' •. denote the adsorption rates for 
o;p a;p o;p 
sites with 0, 1, .. , filled nn, Equations (1. 3) and (1. 4) 
for qo = fo, qo~ == foo/fo , .. , become 
-d/dflnqo=-5(0)=T o qo +To qo + ... +T. q. =To qo +To(qo -qo )+ ... 
0-0 0(/)0 a-O albo a-a atba 0·0 0(/)0 a-o 00 o (/)0 
00 Ga 00 00 0 
+Ta(I-QoI/!-qo-q~o-q~+qo</Jo+qo+qo+qo +q</Jo+qol/!-qo -qo -qO</Jo-qo+qo), 
a-a tb 0 f/J Of/J t/Jo 0 0 000 f/Jo 0 orb otbo 
a 0 0 0 0 
(3.1a) 
d/dtlnqo</J =5(00) -5(0), 
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where 
(3.1b) 
Here all configurations appearing are connected. Since 
a separating wall of empty sites of thickness two shields, 
we have, e. g., that 
(3.2) 
and we expect, e. g. , 
q 0 -q 0 
'" "lib "'''' '" 
"'<II'" "''''''' 
'" 
to be "small." The q's on the right-hand side of Eq. 
(3.1) may be factorized, usually nonuniquely, in terms 
of those with a single 0 site, e. g., 
qo =q. q",o==q. q",oq",=q<ll qo =='qe qo q"'== •••• (3.3) 
r : "'. : '" ",. :0: :0: 0 
Equation (3.3) also illustrates certain product relations 
which must be satisfied by these q's. All choices in 
Eq. (3.3), and similar equations; after substitution into 
Eq. (3.1) yield equivalent closed hierarchies for q's 
with a single 0 site. 
From solutions of these q hierarchies, we can recon-
structfs as suitable products of q's, e.g., 
We now describe, in general terms, the truncation 
schemes implemented here and prove some important 
properties of these. 
The first truncation scheme starts with the empty q 
hierarchy for q's with a single conditioned (0) site where 
the q's have been consistently factorized (i. e., a q with 
several 0 sites is always factorized the same way). 
The closure truncation simply involves truncating if> 
sites further than a prescribed "distance" from the 
single 0 site. The resulting minimal closed set of q 
equations is then integrated. It is natural to choose the 
truncation distance, so that no truncation occurs ex-
plicitly in the qo == fo equation (after conversion to empty 
configurations and factorization). The natural charac-
terization of distance is in terms of the cooperative 
range (cf. Ref. 29). For example, we could truncate if> 
sites further than "nx the cooperative range" from the 
(single) 0 site. This means that retained if> sites can be 
linked to the 0 site by a chain of n -1 (or less) interme-
diate sites so that the first cooperatively influences if>, 
the second cooperatively influences the first, ... , 0-
cooperatively influences the n -!tho Such truncation 
schemes are denoted FT. n. Choosing n;. 2 avoids ex-
plicit truncation in the fo equation. Also from the 
shielding property, we expect that n = 2 is the minimum 
for the truncation to be accurate (separating walls of 
empty sites of thickness ~ "2 x cooperative range" shield 
exactly). 
Example (ii) revisited: (monomer filling "", uniform 
2D square lattice; nn coop. ). 
Here, in the nth order truncation scheme described 
above, we keep only if> sites which can be reached from 
the 0 site in n or less steps (each of one horizontal or 
vertical lattice vector). To avoid truncation of thefo 
equation, we must use at least a two lattice vector trun-
cation wherein qo",,,,,,, is replaced by qOH' q "'''' by q ~ , 0"'''' o~'" 
"'''' '" etc., all of which are approximations. 
If for empty 0', 5(0') denotes S(O'} after applying one of 
these truncation schemes, then the truncated equations 
have the form: 
(3.4) 
Suppose that for some subset of the q's retained in the 
truncated equations, the corresponding exact q's satisfy 
a product relationship. Then the same relationship is 
exactly satisfied by the solutions of the truncated equa-
tions. For example, suppose q 10k.O' q-oJoa, q"oi' q loa 
are in the retained set. Then, after some cancellation, 
one obtains 
(3.5) 
Since the product relationship 
is satisfied at t == 0, it follows from Eq. (3. 5) that it is 
satisfied for all times. Similar cancellation occurs for 
more general products. For example, the product re-
lationships in Eq. (3.3) are satisfied by solutions of 
truncated FT. n equations n ~ 2. This inherent "product 
consistency" result is very important since it guarantees 
that unique f values can be calculated from the q's. 
Examples following show that this truncation scheme 
is quite useful (see also Ref. 30). It has the disadvan-
tage, however, that the number of equations in the re-
suIting minimal closed set and their solutions depend 
(hopefully, weakly) on the factorization scheme imple-
mented. We therefore discuss other schemes that avoid 
this shortcoming. 
The second truncation scheme starts with the empty 
q hierarchy for q's with a Single conditioned (0) site be-
fore factorization. First, for q's (with possibly several 
o sites) on the right-hand side, we truncate if> sites fur-
ther than a prescribed "distance" from any of the 0 
sites. Then we factorize in terms of q's each with a 
single 0 site. If the distance is chosen as "n x coopera-
tive range" (such a scheme is denoted T. nFl, then 
again choosing n ~ 2 avoids explicit truncation of the fo 
equation. The truncation in T. nF is, in general, more 
severe than in FT. n. 
Example (ii) revisited: (monomer filling 00, uniform, 
2D square lattice; nn coop.). 
Here q 0'" could be replaced by q '" qQ<II in FT. 2, but 
0"'''' 0"'''' "'''' 
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by q I/> % in T. 2F. 
01/>1/> 1/>1/> 
The T.nF schemes do, however, have the remark-
able advantage that, to each order n, the resulting q 
solutions are independent of the factorization choice 
(even if the same q is factored differently in different 
equations). The number of resulting equations for dif-
ferent choices may differ however. Any particular 
choice has inherent product consistency as may be 
proved analogous to the FT. n case. 
"Factorization invariance, " described above, may be 
proved as follows. Take any two sets of T. nF equations 
and enlarge them if necessary so that they involve the 
same q's. The proof essentially follows from the ob-
servation that the only difference between these two sets 
of equations is that different, but compatible products 
of q's may appear on the right-hand side, i. e., for the 
corresponding exact q's, these products are equal. 
(This need not be the case for two sets of FT. n equa-
tions.) Thus, it is immediate that the solution to one 
set of T. nF equations (which satisfy product consistency) 
is also a solution to the other. 
Other possible truncation schemes could deal with the 
empty q's with several conditioned (0) sites. 33 We could 
truncate 1> sites further than a "prescribed distance" 
from (a) every 0 site and (b) any 0 site. Case (a) re-
sembles the first scheme described but, of course, 
does not suffer from factorization dependence. Case 
(b) is, in fact, equivalent to the second scheme de-
scribed above for the same prescribed distance. These 
schemes have the disadvantage of involving more q's 
than corresponding factorized schemes of the same 
order. 
Example (ii) specialized: (Monomer filling on an ini-
tially empty "", uniform 2D square lattice; rotationally 
invariant nn coop.). 
In obtaining approximate solutions to the 2D hierarchy 
equations, one encounters substantial practical compli-
cations (even compared with W cases30). First, the 
lowest order truncations are quite severe. This is be-
cause, strictly, a shielding wall should separate the 
lattice into two disconnected regions and be suffiCiently 
thick. In practice, we only deal with segments of walls 
which are always finite so the conditioned (0) site can 
always "see around" and sometimes too thin so it can 
"see through" to the truncated 1> sites. A second dif-
ficulty is the large number of coupled q's retained in 
the T. nF and FT. n equations for n> 2 and the complexity 
of these equations. 
TABLE I. q's in the T.2F and FT.2 
approximations (ql/>I/> occurs only in 
OI/>l/> 
FT. 2) for monomer filling on a square 
lattice with on cooperative effects. 
ql/> 
01/>1/> 
ql/> 
OI/>l/> 
!/I 
q 0 
1/>1/>1/> 
1 
.6 
,4 
,2 
a 
,4 a ,6 ,8 1 
FIG. 4. foo for irreversible monomer adsorption on an in-
finite uniform 2D square lattice; on rotation invariant coopera-
tive effects where each occupied neighboring site changes the 
rate by a factor of O!; various O! are shown; values from FT. 2 
and T. SF (where available) differ negligibly. 
We consider here only the T.2F, T.3F, andFT.2 
truncation schemes. (Truncation in T.2F is so severe, 
poor results are expected.) A computer code was 
written to generate and truncate these equations and a 
choice of factorization scheme made to try and mini-
mize the number of resulting coupled q equations (see 
Appendix).34 For the factorization scheme described, 
the T. 2F, T. 3F, and FT. 2 equations involve 8, 128, 
and 9 coupled q' s, respectively (including qo = fa). The 
T. 2F and FT. 2 q's are listed in Table 1. Finally, we 
remark that these truncation schemes may force arti-
ficial shielding relationships to exist between solutions, 
e. g., 
in the T. 3F truncation, but not in T. nF, n ~ 4. This 
fOllows from close examination of the truncated equa-
tions. 
Below we conSider the application of these equations 
to a variety of different problems. 
A. Perturbation of random filling 
It is easy to see that the truncated equations recover 
the exact (trivial) results for the random filling case. 
It is natural to consider perturbation of this limit for a 
choice of rates where each occupied nn to the site being 
filled changes the rate from Toby a factor of a. In 
°0° 
Figs. 4 and 5, we show the behavior of severalfs for 
various a (there is negligible difference between FT. 2 
and T. 3F results for the caseS shown). Results should 
be compared with the corresponding 1D behavior in Figs. 
1 and 2. 
As a - 0, filling tends to occur in stages, namely, of 
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1 
. 2 
.6 
.4 
.2 
0 
1 
.8 
.6 
.4 
. 2 
0 
.4 1 .4 .8 
FIG. 5. 1000 , 1.:6' I J1,o' and I 0 for the process of Fig. 4; 
ago 
various a are shown. 
sites with m = 0,1,2,3,4 occupied nn (consecutively). 
In the mth stage, 
d 
de 100 = - (4 -m)/2 (3.6) 
since 4 - m 00 pairs are destroyed for each monomer 
adsorbed and there are 1/2 as many sites as there are 
pairs of sites on a square lattice. 8 The solutions of the 
FT. 2(T. 3F) equations are well behaved down to 
a ::::l O. 2(0.3), i. e., here these equations integrate to 
e = 1 and all q's apparently have the correct behavior. 
This constitutes a significant deviation from random 
filling. As a is lowered further, certain q's start to 
"blow up" at progressively lower e values (always q a 
<b<b<b 
for FT. 2). The values ofloo (and probabilities of other 
small configurations) obtained from these equations are 
still expected to be accurate (certainly for lower e). 
For a> 1, the filling process is characterized by 
clustering, i. e., once an atom has adsorbed, others 
tend to cluster around it forming contiguous islands 
(which tend to be regular, as discussed below). Thus, 
we can examine the competition between island forma-
tion and growth. As a - + 00, the nucleating sites for the 
islands become further apart. The limit can be thought 
of as a single island growing. Since the island is not 
irregular, at any finite coverage, an infinitesimal pro-
portion of lattice sites will be on the island boundary so 
qa'ii =1 •• /1. - 1, qO<b - 1 thus 14. - e, 100 -1 - e (similarly 
I.G.' I.,··· -e; 1000 , 10"" -I-e). For this process, 
CIa 00 
islands of linear size $O(a) tend to be rectangular, for 
if an island is not rectangular at some stage, the rates 
favor return to rectangular shape (filling with two oc-
cupied nn is much more favored than with one, etc.). 
Once rectangular shape has been attained, one atom will 
add to an edge (with a single occupied nn and rate a) and 
then other atoms quickly complete that edge (each filling 
with two occupied nn and rate a 2) to recover rectangular 
TABLE II. Saturation values for random monomer 
filling with nn blocking on a square lattice (/00 = 1-211) • 
Truncation scheme T.2F T.3F FT.2 
11=1-10 0.3333 0.3650 0.3711 
1000 0.1502 0.0~43 0.0856 
10 0.1502 0.1414 0.1401 
00 
100 0.0412 0.0124 0.0206 
00 
10 0.0516 0.0435 0.0479 
000 
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 
000 
0 
shape. The solutions of the FT. 2( T. 3F) equations are 
well behaved up to a::::l 6 (::::l4) after which some q's blow 
up (at lower e as a increases) . 
B. Random filling with nn blocking 
Here the T. 2F(FT. 2) equations integrate to a satura-
tion coverage e = O. 333(0. 371) without any q's blowing 
up. In the T. 3F equations, q a blows up at e = O. 363 
<b<b<b<b 
<b<b 
just before the end of the process (here log" ::::l 0.0023 
o 
rather than O. 000). Since the f s for small configura-
tions still vary smoothly here, we extrapolate I a to 000 
o 
zero obtaining a saturation coverage estimate of 8 
=0.365 and extrapolate the other fs to 8=0.365 to ob-
tain their saturation values for T. 3F. Note that all 
n:;. 2 truncations recover the exact nn blocking result 
that 100 (calculated from qo qO<b) = 1-28. The proof sim-
ply uses that 
d d A 
dtloo= dt(qoqO<b)=qoqO<bS(oo) (3.7) 
and, in the nn blocking case, product consistency of the 
q's guarantees that qO<b5(00) =25(0) so (d/dt)/oo =2(d/ 
dt)/o as required. Some results for T. 2, 3F and FT. 2 
are presented in Fig. 6 and Table II. There is quite 
1 
.8 
.6 
.4 
.2 
o 
f88 
.1 
n . n. blocking 
(nc:O) 
.2 e .4 .5 
FIG. 6. Variousfs for the random monomer filling with nn 
blocking on an infinite, uniform 2D square lattice; where 
curves split, the upper (lower) are FT. 2 (T. 31") values. 
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good agreement between the two better truncations for 
probabilities of smaller empty configurations. Dis-
crepancies only occur near the end of the process. The 
close agreement betweenfooo andfoS for small (J is ex-
pected since dn/dt n (and thus dn/don) for thesefs eval-
uated at t = (1 = 0 agree for n = 0, 1, 2 and differ only 
slightly for n=3. 
Several monomer chemisorption processes can be 
modeled by rates which are nn blocking and enhanced 
for occupied diagonal nn resulting in C(2 x 2) LEED pat-
terns. 9 A lower bound on the saturation coverages for 
such processes is provided by the above nn blocking 
value (and an upper bound by 0.5). 
C. Random filling of sites with ..; m occupied nn and 
blocking of sites with> m (m = 0, 1, 2,3,41 
Let T be the Single nonzero rate for these processes. 
T. 2, 3F and FT. 2 saturation coverages here are given 
in Table III and various f s are plotted for m = 1, 2, 3 in 
Fig. 7. 
The m = 0 case just corresponds to nn blocking dis-
cussed above. The end of this process is characterized 
by f 0 (andfs for bigger configurations)- O. 
000 
a 
In the m = 1 case, f 0 - 0 at the end of the process but 
000 
not, e.g., faa, fooo' fo' andfoo which have T.3F (FT. 2) 
00 00 
saturation values of 0.1117 (0.1168), 0.0107 (0.0149), 
0.0255 (0.0266), and 0.0006 (0.0009), respectively. 
For m = 2, both fooo and fa - 0 at the end of the pro-
00 
cess but not foo ("" O. 0262 for T.3F, 0< 0.0294 for FT. 2). 
Also 
faa = e-4~t, fooo = e-6~t, f 00 = e-7~t , ..• (3.8) 
00 000 000 
00 
as may be verified directly from the hierarchy equa-
tions [actually Eq. (3.8) holds whenever 
When m =3, sites fill randomly unless they have four 
occupied nn. Since for completely random filling 
(m == 4), overall, 1/ 5 of the sites, when filled, have four 
reacted nn, we conclude that the saturation coverage for 
m:::= 3 is 4/5. Furthermore, if (J is a connected configu-
ration of n>-o 2 empty sites, thenf .. =e""Tt, a result iden-
tical with the random filling expression [the m =3 and 
m'" 4 (d/dt) hierarchies for these f' s are identical]. As 
a corollary fOOD == fa ' fa == faa etc., for m = 3 (as for 
00 000 00 
TABLE III. Saturation coverages for random monomer filling 
of sites on a square lattice with "m filled nn and blocking 
with >m. 
m 
T.2F 
T.3F 
FT.2 
o 
0.3333 
0.3650 
0.3711 
1 
0.5034 
0.5120 
0.5088 
2 
0.6563 
0.6585 
0.6564 
3 
0.8000 
0.8000 
0.8000 
4 
1. 00 
1.00 
1.00 
.8 
FIG. 7. Variousfs for random monomer filling of sites 
with "m filled nn and blocking with >m (m = I, 2, 3) on an in-
finite, uniform 2D square lattice; Fig. 6 shows m = 0; the dif-
ferences between FT. 2 and T. 3F values are negligible. 
m == 4). Since 
d 
- dt fo == T (fa -fa ) == T{ 'Voo - 'Vo - 2fooo + 4f S - fa) , 
aDa 00 0 0 000 
a 0 
(3.9) 
it follows that 
1 -fa == 4/5 - 2e-2~t + 2e-3~t - e-4~t + 1/5e-5~t . (3.10) 
The above m == 3 discussion shows that all connected q's 
with a single conditioned (0) site, except qo =fo and q00' 
equal e-~t. The truncated FT. nand T. nF equations, for 
n>-o2, recover the exact expressions for the connected 
q's involved and thus for the empty connected f' s (in-
cluding fa). Analogous results can be obtained for "al-
most random filling" on other lattices. 35 
D. Clustering regimes 
Below we consider several different cases where the 
rates induce clustering: 
(i) 'T 0 = Q' T D , Q' > 1 and rates for two or more filled 
°04 o~o 
nn are zero; 
(ii) To =Ta =To ==Q'T o ' Q'>I; Ta =T. =0; and 
aoa a;l' aoo 000 aoa a;a 
The types of islands formed in these cases are shown 
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(i) ( ij) 
I-H-l_~_~~t_ 1 
1-1--,-+-6-6- -~ 
~ 1-a-8-~-+ 6-11 I, I ~ 1-1-. -l'-f-r 
- r L 8-8-8-
111-111-8-8-8-
IUI-8-8-L 
6 '+" ,-' a,-f IT-T1 
11111 
I-I-~~-a-~-~ 
, ' " 8 I-1-, -a-a-8-
, t , t 
I--1--8-8-111-8-8 
I--1--~-.-6--a-~ , 
~-a 
,-a-a-a-~ 
, , r 8-8-8-a ~ t-,-t-+-t--
,sL--------
o .2 ,4 .& .8 
a/(1+a) 
FIG. 8. Island formation for monomer filling where (i) one, 
(ti) one and two, (iii) one, two and three occupied no change 
the rate by a factor of ClI (and rates with more are zero); and 
where each occupied no changes the rate by a factor of Ct ex-
cept rates for more than (ii)' two, (iii)' three, are zero. 
in Fig. 8 together with the corresponding saturation 
coverages 8"'(a). The a - 00 limit can be thought of as 
a single island growing. [Furthermore, for case (i) as 
a - 00, every atom adsorbed creates one aa pair so faa 
- 8/2 as is correctly predicted by the FT. 2 equations; 
see Fig. 9.1 Clearly, lirna_ooe*(a) gives the proportion 
of sites occupied within an individual large iSland. Here 
e*(a) decreases from e*(oo) monotonically since, as a 
is lowered, more boundaries between islands occur at 
saturation, and the lattice is filled less effiCiently at 
these boundaries than at the interior of an island. 
Clustering similar in form to that of case (A) is dis-
played for the choices 
(U)' To =:1'. =a 2T , To =a'l'o, a>land 
aoa a;l o~o a;,o 000 
TABLE IV. Random monomer filling in stages of sites on a 
square lattice with 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 occupied no consecutively 
IFT.2 values) . 
Stage 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
6 value at end of stage 0.37 0.49 0.53 0.61 1.00 
(1 width of stage 0.37 0.12 0.04 O. 08 0.39 
l' a = T " == 0; and 
a-a a-a 
o • 
(ui)' which is the same as (ii)' except that l' 4 
a'. o 
= a 3T o. In both cases rectangular islands tend to form. 
000 
It is only when islands merge that Significant differences 
occur between these processes and case (A) for a» 1. 
Case (iii)' fills more completely than (li)' but for both 
e*(a)- 1 as a - 00. 
E. Filling in stages (revisited) 
We have already discussed the a - 0 limit of case (A), 
i. e., the important regime of highly autoinhibitory 
rates, where filling occurs in stages, namely, of sites 
with m = 0,1,2,3,4 occupied nn (consecutively) [cf. 
three stage filling of, e. g., case (i)). Here we estimate 
B values for the ends of these stages (see Table IV). 
The first stage just corresponds to random filling 
with nn blocking so quite accurate values for the cover-
age at the end of this stage B~ "'" O. 371(FT. 2), 
O. 365(T. 3F) and the values of probabilities of various 
small configurations may be obtained from the analysis 
of case (B). 
To examine the second stage, we consider the choice 
of rates where T ~ = a T ~ and rates for ~ 2 occupied nn 
Daa 000 
are zero, in the low a limit. The end of this process 
(and the second stage) are characterized by, e. g., 
foo , f 0 - O. To estimate the final coverage, we use 
000 000 
the FT. 2 equations with a == 0.01 which, from Fig. 8(i), 
will produce an accurate estimate of the a = 0+ value. 
These integrate almost to the end of the process (since 
foo ~ 0.0004, f 0 ~ 0.01) before q 0 starts to "blow up." 
000 000 4I~ ¢I 
However, these f s behave nearly linearly atthe end of the 
process and when extrapolated to zero, give e values 
,3 
fa8 
.2 
.1 
a .1 ,2 .3 e .4 
.7 
.1 
,5 
10 
2.5 
.6 
80 
FIG. 9, fM for the monomer filling process of Fig. 8 (1) 
('1' 0 :ClI'1' 0 and other rates zero); various ClI are shown. 
400 0;,0 
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of 8~ = 0.49 and 0.50, respectively, for the end of the 
second stage. The former is probably more accurate 
(fg depends on q 0 ). 
o 0 tbtbtb 
Analysis of the third stage from truncated equations 
is more difficult. We naturally consider the choice of 
rates 
in the low Ci limit. The end of this process (and the 
third stage) is characterized by fooo, fo , foo - 0. The 
00 00 
FT.2 equations used here will not integrate into the 
"third stage" for Ci 2:s 0.005 (Ci:S 0.07) which is quite far 
from the Ci - ° + limit. However, various examples in 
this work suggest that 8* as a function of Ci or Ci /( 1 + Ci) 
will be roughly linear for small Ci • Thus, we extrapo-
late the curve (ii)' of Fig. 8 to Ci =0 to obtain a e esti-
mate of 8: = 0.53 for the end of the third stage. 
The coverage 8: at the end of the fourth stage can be 
readily obtained from a knowledge of OJ, 8r, 0:' Since 
foo has slope -1/2 in the fourth stage andfoo - 0 at the 
end, 
0: = 0: + 2foo '8* = 2 - Or - 8i - 0: ::::< O. 61 (FT. 2). (3. 11) 3 
An alternative approach to the analysis of this prob-
lem would be to write rate equations speCific to each of 
the latter stages and treat them separately. We have 
checked that this yields the same results for O~ • 
F. Special cases 
Consider two sets of rates which differ only in the 
value of T 4' The d/dt-hierarchy equations for proba-
Gci G 
bilities connected configurations of n:;.2 empty sites 
are identical. Thus, these f s for the two processes 
are the same as functions of time, but not of coverage. 
In particular when 
To =To ==To =T. =T.(==T, say)andT. ==ctT, 
°00 aoo GoG GoO a~a aa 4 
if (] is empty and connected with n:;. 2 sites, then fa 
=e-nTf (justasfor "almostrandomfilling" in case (C). ] 
Here one can also show that 
fo ==e-a~t [1 +4G =:){exp[(ct - 2)Tt] -I} - 6(! = ~) 
x{exp[(ct -3)Tt]-I}+4(!=~){exp[(ct -4)Tt]-1} 
-(! =:){exp[(ct - 5)Tt] -I}] . (3.12) 
G. Application to Starzak membrane conductance 
Bretag et al. 31 model the membrane as an infinite, 
uniform square lattice of sites which are in either an 
inactive (anti conductance or "0") or active (proconduc-
tance or "a") state. The rate ct(V) for o-a and ,8(V) 
for a- 0 depend on the transmembrane potential V and 
are nonzero only if there is an active nn site (but inde-
pendent of the number of such sites). Thus, e. g., 
d/ dt f. = - d/ dt fo == Ci (fo - f 0 ) - a{f. - f 0 ) 
000 DaD 
(3.13) 
o 0 
FIG. 10. Monomer filling an infinite, uniform, 2D square 
lattice which is initially partially randomly filled; nn coopera-
tive effects, where T 0 = 0 and other rates are equal (Starzak 
0'0 
membrane conductana'e); tl.f4ll= fGIJ- <ta)4; tl.f 0 = f 0 - <!o)5. 
tJ4 c1tJ 000 000 
o 0 
which can be easily solved if all correlations are ne-
glected [so, e. g., f Q = {fo)5]. If a lattice cell (pore) is 
000 
surrounded by four ;ctive sites, it is open to (potassium 
ion) conductance. Thus the conductance is proportional 
to fa4 [which, if approximated by (f.)\ can be calculated 
.a 
from the solutions of the factored form of Eq. (3.13)31]. 
When the system is in equilibrium with a rest poten-
tial of V = - 58 m V, there is a random distribution of 
active sites with coverage ::::<0.317 (Ci/,8::::<O.464)31 (which 
is taken as the nonempty initial condition here). Chang-
ing V to + 38 m V (at t = 0) greatly enhances ct cf. ,8 
(ct/,8::::< 19.3). Here, unlike Ref. 31, we set ,8= 0 but de-
termine the errors in neglecting correlations in Eq. 
(3.13) and in using (f.)' for faa; by also determining f • , 
aa aga 
we show that the islands forming are not contiguous at 
moderate coverages (see Fig. 10). Note that 
fa. = 1 - fo + 4foo + 2f 0 - 4f 0 + foo 
~ 00000 
which can only be determined in the FT. 2 approxima-
tion after including extra (closed) equations for qo tb' q tb!' 
and q tbtbo' 
tbtb 
IV. EXTENSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The hierarchical rate equations are readily general-
ized to other irreversible (as well as reversible) pro-
cesses. The empty site shielding condition as stated in 
Sec. I is extremely general applying to irreversible 
processes, e. g., on periodic lattices, involving poly-
atomic filling, or with several different types of com-
peting events (and for compatible nonempty initial con-
ditions). We have successfully adapted the truncation 
techniques described previously to treat all these prob-
lems. Details will be presented in later work. (Note 
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0800 • 
FIG. 11. Orientation of q. ; * de-
ugo 
notes the sum of numbers from cp in 
each column. The mmber 120800 is 
associated with the orientation shown 
and is the lowest possible. 
that a process with several types of competing events 
may also be regarded as a single type event process on 
an "extended" lattice which includes one copy of the 
phYSical lattice for each type of event. ) 
The hierarchies for effectively disconnected configu-
rations and for systems without any translational in-
variance are more difficult to treat (though the same 
approach is appropriate). However, we have been able 
to show fundamental differences between irreversible 
and equilibrium theory in, e. g., the large separation 
behavior of correlations. 36 
Finally, we remark that the approximate truncation 
technique developed here has been quite successful (no 
doubt, in part due to its basis in empty site shielding). 
However one is forced to deal with many coupled equa-
tions in higher order truncation schemes and, more 
importantly, these are sometimes badly behaved for ex-
tremes of cooperativity (our truncations do not guarantee 
that 0 ~ q ~ 1 and if just one q blows up, the equations 
may not integrate). Modification to force or guarantee 
good behavior could be considered. However more 
sophisticated truncation techniques involving fewer equa-
tions would be preferable. 
APPENDIX 
Consider an empty q with several conditioned (0) 
sites. A unique prescription for the order of factoriza-
tion (i. e., choice of the 0 sites) used in the computer 
generation of truncated closed rate equations for exam-
ple (ii) is given here. 34 The 0 sites are grouped accord-
ing to the number of nn conditioning <p sites. Those 
with the minimum number are chosen first, e. g., 
q 0 = q 0 qo • rather than q • q o. This tends to produce 
'it. * :: u ~: .: 
more tightly clustered q's which, in turn, through their 
rate equations, generate less new q's (after truncation/ 
factorization). The order chosen within each group of 
o sites with the same number of nn <p sites is somewhat 
arbitrary and assigned as follows. As each q comes 
from Eqs. (1. 3) and (1. 4), we can identify a unique con-
ditioning site j for which all 0 sites are nne This site 
is placed at the center of a 7x 7 grid and with each pos-
sible orientation of the configuration (associated with q), 
we assign a number (see Fig. 11). The orientation 
chosen has the smallest such number. Within each 
group of 0 sites (with the same number of nn cp sites), 
we choose first the lowest of those furthest right. We 
proceed up that column and then sweep to the left scan-
ning up each column until all such 0 sites have been 
ordered. Thus, e. g., we choose the factorization 
qo =q 0 qOfb •• • 
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